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This book is the missing link of hairutting education because it is the only material available to explain in
detail how and just why precision and texturized haircutting techniques work by breaking them down into a
philosophy and science this is the basis of understanding all haircutting techniques.
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I only purchased this book due to the bad examine . Well, yes, Peter Sabatini does cut like Vidal Sassoon
and he doesn't just slice hair, he cuts and styles it like nobody else.. as a newbie it made total feeling if you
ask me that I finally grasp the concept Don't bother......helped me tremendously with cutting I'm a
cosmetology pupil .. I doubt I will ever get a more attractive hair slice, though.that struggles with hair
cutting . Unfortunately, he is retiring again soon and I wish him and his family all the greatest..what I liked
about this book is that it lets you know the trick of hair cutting that no matter what techniques you choose to
use the 3 factors must always be considering... Sassoon Lives!..and I actually liked the book. Can learn all
this on youtube. And beyond brief bio and vision stmt, nothing right here you don't discover in your
textbook from school. 30 pages of large print. Not really a book, really just a paper. The writer of this book
had an extremely successful career as a licensed stylist. His designs don't follow the premise he makes in
this paper.I like that the publication was easy to comprehend and right to the point . I know the author and
also have been his fortunate customer for about 3 years now.. Expected more from Sabatini. He cuts my
locks better than anyone ever has. Every time I emerge from his chair I obtain compliments. All the better to
you and yours... In celebration of his upcoming pension, I purchased his book therefore i can pass it to my
following stylist.. Cheerio, Peter! A lot of my close friends joke and state it looks like you merely saw Vidal
Sassoon! Five Stars very good
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